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Hey Equities…“Yuan-na” go for a ride?

Latest News
It was a tough week for global equities, with the MSCI World 
Index (local currencies) falling 7.2% following the three days 
of yuan devaluation which saw a roughly 3% weakening of 
the Chinese currency vs the U.S. dollar.  This was taken as a 
double threat by markets: a) a signal that Chinese economic 
growth is in much poorer condition than previously indicated 
by Chinese authorities, and b) the beginning of a currency 
war that also pulled other Emerging Market (EM) currencies 
lower over the week in anticipation of similar central bank 
moves from other countries. Commodity prices reflected this 
fear as well, with oil falling back to the $40 dollar level, as 
the still surging oil production was compounded with the 
prospects of falling demand.

On a regional basis, the market reaction varied considerably, 
with the S&P500 Index falling 6.3%, while closer to the 
epicenter, Chinese stocks fell 9.1%  (from August 10th’s closing 
levels to the end of trading Aug 21st).  Canada’s commodity 
exposure and related fears of slowing global demand pulled 
it down just over 6.9%, while Germany’s dependence on EM 
export growth was made painfully apparent by its 12.8% 
decline.  Japan’s Nikkei 225 Stock Average only declined 
6.6% however, a modest amount given the nation’s direct 
competition with China for global non-electronic machinery 
exports. India, perhaps the sole remaining bright spot among 
the BRIC nations, fell only 2.0%.
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Global bond markets echoed the equity markets’ pessimism, 
with major economies’ benchmark 10 year rates falling, ranging 
from  U.S. Treasuries (-19 bps) to -5 bps on Japanese bonds.

At the heart of market concern is anxiety over the duration 
and magnitude of China’s currency manoeuvers. On one hand, 
this is seen as a blunt-force effort to stoke economic growth 
by increasing cost competitiveness within the global market. 
This, however (aside from the obvious denials of Chinese 
authorities) is inconsistent with China’s long-term objective of 
shifting away from a dependency of economic growth purely 
on export demand and infrastructure investment toward a 
more sustainable, and less cyclical, base of increased consumer 
consumption and private investment.  The other thesis is 
that this is an inevitable, and in fact healthy, “growing pain” 
symptomatic of China’s continued integration into global 
markets, and it’s goal for promotion of the yuan to reserve 
currency status as per International Monetary Fund criteria for 
free floating currencies. 

From an asset allocation perspective, we see little rationale to 
alter our primary investment calls as a result of the devaluation.  
We maintain an underweight of Canadian equities that has 
been in place since last year, reflecting our theme of “lower 
for longer oil”, and the compounding pressures that this is 
placing on the Canadian economy.  Our overweight of U.S. 
equities versus EAFE has served us well over this shorter period 
of increased volatility, and we see very little evidence of any 
deterioration of fundamental macroeconomic support for a 
continuation of the current secular bull market for U.S. equities.  
While we still believe that September remains a likely launch 
date for U.S. rate normalization, the deflationary effects of 
further significant yuan depreciation may in fact delay U.S. 
Federal Reserve rate hikes past September, into 2016, giving a 
boost to U.S. equities heading into the 4th quarter.
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